28 May 2020

RE: Internship/Externship

Hi Sean and GameChanger,
Mount Saint Mary’s University is the home for the Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media,
and Center for Intersectional Media and Entertainment. It’s the horizon line for analysis and
action, where data allows us to clearly see that the stories we have been making lack diversity
of representation. But understanding the problem and creating an industry solution are two
different tasks.
By aligning academics with industry needed market innovation is possible, turning data into
new kinds of story opportunity. But to directly impact criteria like hiring metrics, gender
stereotypes, and even create new genres, we need to confront existing industry problems
using platform level thinking.
The Kaleidoscope project, my practicum study at MSMU, is a women’s platform design with
original show formats and media technologies that could impact how stories get told and who
gets to make them. With GameChanger 2.0 my goal is to develop the business model, create a
proof-of-concept, and launch original story technologies like “content codes.”
I am excited about the expanded GameChanger mission, as viewing trends continue to be
cross-platform and cross-channel. In particular, the intersection of streaming technology and
broadcast, reality formats and social, and content discovery and audience aggregation, can be
organized forces for industry change.
I would love the opportunity to share more with GameChanger about the Kaleidoscope
content equity project, and how I might be able to contribute to the mission of improving
diversity in our media culture.
Please find enclosed: a mission and vision statement, a CV/resume, and project overview with
links. (FYI, our MSMU learning experiences for this term have been adapted to online formats
using Zoom.)

Sincerely,
Jared Suarez, MSMU MFA/Post-Grad
PDF Enclosure

MSMU SPRING PRACTICUM / SUMMER PROJECT
COURSE OBJECTIVE: To prototype new parameters for content equity at the platform level.
FACULTY/ADVISORS: Mary Trunk, Sharri Hefner, Dr. Nicole Haggard and Effie Brown (unconfirmed).
PROJECT SUMMARY
Kaleidoscope is a woman’s social platform design that builds from the power of #MeToo and #TimesUp, to create
a business model solution (Bring Your Own Brand) able to launch new kinds of content experiences with celebrity,
product and media brands. Kaleidoscope’s radical content design initiative, “content codes” linked with social
campaigns, can shift the metrics and quality of content needed on screen to empower women storytellers.
STORY AS A DESIGN PROBLEM
The Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media uses data science to analyze screen time and dialogue for woman,
et al. This reveals the bias in screenwriting and greenlighting. And while we are seeing action and conversation
about inclusivity, we need clear goals and a content initiative at both creative and slate levels.
One of the ways Kaleidoscope approaches this is by installing new “content codes” that help identify the types of
content missing from the content horizon. When we breakdown story into fundamental elements we can even invent
new genres to serve the female demographic.
Another approach is by installing a programming initiative called the “mini-block.” One of the concerns in TV
is scheduling and audience. By creating branded mini-blocks the audience and advertisers are locked into specific
kinds of experiences, where value is foregrounded.
In a prototype mini-block* built as a media collab, Kaleidoscope showcases four TV shows, each organized as a
viewing experience thematically. In a sample case, O-Factor is the strip show, that would be core programming
based on a sponsored mission, anchoring the aspirational to intersectional women’s social issues, with Family Fridge,
Go-4-Broke and Celebrity Stomach coordinated to create the mini-block.
As a platform design, Kaleidoscope has the potential to be cross-platform (cable, streaming, print, event based and
theatrical), creating a rich media experience for women seeking content that reflects the new order values we need
to see onscreen, as well as behind the scene.
The totality of this design includes intersectionality, inclusion rider, story and data, and of course slate diversity,
the spirit behind institutions like the GameChanger fund.
COURSE COLLAB
How do you take centuries of systemic inequity and underrepresentation, and ultimately transcend and disrupt? It
may be that reckless male behavior is the Achilles heel of patriarchy, but #MeToo and #TimesUp are by necessity
reactive. Thinking outside the negative space of the social moment, we can imagine a shift from defense to desire.
Who is this emerging woman? What does she need to grow and succeed? What should the culture be like for
men and women? Are there story frontiers that require new technology? Brave thinkers like Kimberlé Crenshaw
and Stacy Smith gave us intersectionality and inclusion rider, intellectual and institutional tools to combat endemic
forces. At Mount Saint Mary’s eyes are on the horizon and boots on ground, with SeeJane.org and CIME.us, two
organizations mobilized to bridge social equity. By prototyping BYOB, the mini-block, Peak and Prime programming, and content codes based on Continuous Learning Culture mandates, new standards in entertainment can be
reached. In this course, intersecting media advocacy, diversity finance, and Kaleidoscope’s platform level thinking,
we can prototype new story tools and experiences able to sustain an ecology where women are a majority force.
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